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is clearly not the case. Demonizing their opponent, a 
tactic used by common Americans and candidates alike 
during the course of the election, makes the healing and 
transition process to a new president that much more 
painful and frustrating for those who voted for the losing 
side. How can the losing side accept a president-elect 
whom their party has constantly stripped of dignity in the 
eyes of the public throughout the past year?
While this author has optimism that America will be able 
to reconcile itself with and accept a Trump presidency, 
that healing will take time and is difficult to achieve. An 
election seems to strip a candidate’s dignity down to a 
base level, making it the job of the candidate to rebuild 
that dignity of him or herself and by extension the office 
they hold throughout the course of their term. Perhaps 
that is one of the most difficult tasks politicians are 
entrusted with – to help Americans recapture their respect 
for the dignity of an office after the bedlam of an election 
has eaten away at it. 
The rampant polarization in America has made it 
extremely difficult for this dignity and respect to be 
preserved in the course of an election, and to be realistic, 
the respect that is stolen during an election can only ever 
be partially restored. To preserve the dignity of the United 
States and its presidential office, Americans and their news 
networks must learn how to respect (although certainly 
not agree with) all of their presidential candidates during 
the course of an election cycle and must demand of their 
candidates that they do the same towards one another. 
Doing so will help to quell one of the major sources of 
division within our nation and give whichever candidate 
that is elected a strong foundation upon which to help the 
nation further heal and show a dignified face to the rest of 
the world.
Now it is time for America to bind the wounds of 
division, have to get together. To all Republicans and 
Democrats and Independents across this nation, I 
say it is time for us to come together as one united 
people. It is time. I pledge to every citizen of our land 
that I will be President for all of Americans, and this is 
so important to me.58 
Yet, just because the former candidates have changed 
their tone doesn’t mean America has. Protests broke out 
in several cities, particularly in areas where Clinton won 
by a large margin.  Many of the protesters were high 
school or college students. At one California high school, 
1,500 students, half the student body, walked out of class 
in protest the day after the election. Other protesters in 
New York gathered around Trump Tower and shouted, 
“Not my President!”  In Portland, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
and Boston, protesters blocked traffic, and in Oakland, 
California, protesters smashed windows at five business, 
and some burned flags. Many of the protesters were angry 
and in shock over the election of a candidate they saw as 
representing bigotry and discrimination.59
What exactly do these protesters believe was at stake 
in the election? The inflammatory and extreme rhetoric 
espoused during the election may have convinced some 
Americans that the future of America’s diversity and 
inclusivity itself was riding on this election, when that 
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Domenica Massamby
This drawing was an exploration of the relationship of space and time through the figure. It was completed 
in Professor Lucy Gans’ figure drawing class, ART 015. Drawing can be a voyeuristic endeavor that usually 
places the artist in a passive role. In this project, I intended to subvert the role of model and the “artist” by 
transforming both into the subject of the drawing. The piece is ultimately reflective of the movement of the 
artist to create new frames, and the slow gradual changes of the model over time who poses as if time itself 
has frozen.
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